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	MCSE: Windows Server 2003 Network Security Design Study Guide (Exam 70-298), 9780782143294 (0782143296), Sybex, 2004
Microsoft’s Microsoft Certified Systems Administrator (MCSA)  and Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE) tracks for Windows Server 2003  are the premier certifications for computer industry professionals. Covering the  core technologies around which Microsoft’s future will be built, this program  provides powerful credentials for career advancement.

This book has been developed to give you the critical skills and  knowledge you need to prepare for one of the core design requirements of the  MCSE certification in the Windows Server 2003 track: Designing Security for a  Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Network (70-297).
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Oracle Database 11g DBA Handbook (Osborne Oracle Press)McGraw-Hill, 2007
The Essential Resource for Oracle DBAs--Fully Updated and Expanded
Manage a flexible, highly available Oracle database with help from the expert information contained in this exclusive Oracle Press guide. Fully revised to cover every new feature and utility, Oracle Database 11g DBA Handbook shows how to perform a new...


		

Linux Security: Craig Hunt Linux LibraryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Authoritative Answers to All Your Linux Security Questions—Specifically for Linux Administrators
    This is the most complete, most advanced guide to Linux security you’ll find anywhere. Written by a Linux security expert with over a decade of experience, Linux Security teaches you, step-by-step, all the...


		

Project Management For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The tools you need for successful project management


	In today's time-crunched, cost-conscious global business environment, tight project deadlines and stringent expectations are the norm. Now with 25% new and updated content, Project Management For Dummies, 3rd Edition introduces you to the principles of...





	

The Discipline of Organizing: Professional Edition, 3rd EditionNew Society Publishers, 2015

	This ebook exploits many advanced capabilities with images, hypertext, and interactivity and is optimized for EPUB3-compliant book readers, especially Apple's iBooks and browser plugins. These features may not work on all ebook readers.
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WebGL: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		In early 1994, Tim Berners-Lee put out an open call for a virtual reality specification for
	
		the Web; Mark Pesce and I answered. Only being able to afford one plane ticket, we sent
	
		Mark to Geneva to present our Labyrinth prototype at the first-ever World Wide Web
	
		Developers’ Conference. With typical bombast,...


		

Essential Software ArchitectureSpringer, 2006
Job titles like "Technical Architect" and "Chief Architect" nowadays abound in the software industry, yet many people suspect that "architecture" is one of the most overused and least understood terms in professional software development.

Gorton's book helps resolve this predicament. It concisely describes...
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